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Introduction 

Peat is a theatre show created especially for children. The play has been             
commissioned by The Ark and is written by Kate Heffernan and directed by Tim              
Crouch.  

Peat is set in the middle of a bog, half way between a school and a housing                 
estate. The play follows two friends, Rayy and Jo, who have come to the bog to                
dig a hole. It’s the story of the things they bury, and the things they find. 

With lightness and humour, this play for children asks big questions about life,             
death, time and history. A conversation between two 11-year olds who find            
themselves standing on top of everything that has ever happened, it is a story              
of friendship, loss, and finding our place in the world. 

These activities and the show itself are aimed at children aged 8+ and work 
with the themes of the show. The activities have been selected and adapted 
from our full classroom activity pack which links to aspects of the primary 
school curriculum. If you would like further activities you can download the full 
document for free here.  
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https://ark.ie/content/files/Peat-Classroom-Activity-Pack-complete.pdf


Activity 1: Mysterious Objects  

In Peat, Rayy and Jo find objects while digging in the bog. They are confused by                
some of these objects. For example, they find something which might be a             
lump of a road. They are also confused by the mobile phone and the pet collar. 

Imagine you are historians, 500 years in the future. You have come across             
objects from 2020 and are confused about what they might be.  

Write a report from the point of view of an historian in the future, describing               
an object and guessing its possible uses. The report might include a drawing of              
the object. You can pick from the following list, or choose any object from              
home:  

Examples: 

- A fidget spinner 
- An iphone 
- A plastic fork 
- A tea cup 

Your reports could be displayed together in “The Scrapbook of an Historian,            
2520” on your wall or on your fridge!  
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Activity 2: Call your Granny!  

1. Imagine you are a group of historians who are investigating life in Ireland             
since the 1950s.  
 

2. Interview a grandparent or older relative over the phone or online. Ask            
them about what life was like for them when they grew up. Before you              
call, think about what kind of questions you’d like to ask. Questions            
could be about where they grew up, how they went to school, who their              
friends were or what their favourite toys were. You could ask them            
about what their family was like when they were your age. Do they             
remember their own grandparents? You could ask them about the          
changes they have seen in their lifetime. Remember to carefully          
document the interview. Make some notes, or maybe you could even           
record it?  
 

3. Remember to reflect after the interview. What was life like for them?            
How has life in Ireland changed? 
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Activity 3: Time Capsule 

What would you put in a time capsule? What objects would represent 2020? 
Are there particular objects that would represent life in Ireland over the last 
few weeks in particular?  

1. Make a time capsule, a plastic or metal container storing a selection of 
objects typical of the present time. These will be buried in your garden 
or hidden inside your home for discovery in the future. 
 

2. Each family member should contribute to the time capsule. They might 
want to write a letter introducing themselves and explaining what life is 
like now, or draw a picture of themselves, their 
family/friends/home/school. 
 

3. Think about what objects you might include. Remember, sometimes the 
ordinary can be extraordinary. Think about everyday objects like 
newspapers and sweet wrappers.  
 

4. Carefully seal all letters, drawings and objects into the container. 
 

5. You can decide when you’re going to open the container again. You 
could label the container “to be opened April 12th 2021” or when the 
youngest child in the family turns 18, or sometime even further in the 
future!  
 

6. Choose an exact spot which will be easy to relocate years from now, and 
carefully take note.  

 

 

 

We’d love to hear how you get on with these activities, so please do let us know by emailing 

boxoffice@ark.ie with any photos you’d like to share of your reports, scrapbooks, interviews 

or time capsules! 

Activities are taken from The Ark’s Peat Classroom Activity Pack created by Mollie Molumby 

Cover Photos by Harold Strak 
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